The GRIHA Summit 2016

The GRIHA Summit 2016 will be a landmark event, involving hundreds of community members. This will be a four day event between 16th and 20th February 2016, at India Habitat Center (IHC), New Delhi.

Featuring four exciting days of eminent speakers, unmatched networking opportunities, exhibition of green building products (18th-19th February), GRIHA workshops (for about 40 professionals from 16th- 17th February and for students on 17th February, i.e. GRIHA Trophy at NASA) and tour of green buildings (20th February), The GRIHA Summit offers a place for hundreds to meet and renew their commitment to the green movement.

It is a valuable opportunity for leaders across the nation and around the world to discuss and influence how our cities will manage issues ranging ranging from climate change to income equality. This is truly a ‘must-attend’ event for professionals- from chief strategic officers to architects - who are engaged with vital urban issues.